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*

Green tomatoes in warm October sun
Some with a bright red future

PaUL ORRIS
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TwINS

Inevitably those in opposition
simply stand 
toe to toe in the circle:
that’s us — the same point on the compass.

SaLLy MERCER



2 �

SONORaN SILENCE

The rustle of a wren 
in sage brush —
sonorous thunderclap.

MaRk LEE wEBB
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*

gapstow bridge 
reflection:
a pair, swans

J. SPINazzOLa  



4 �

FaLL whISPERS

Heaps of dead, brown leaves
whisper on winds of death drums,
fall’s moccasin path.

JUdy daVIES



�

FaLLINg BRaNCh

Gargoyle, chipped and teal,
chuckles at the crashing
into my windshield.

TyLER gaBRySh



� �

ROad RUNES

Tar-stained rune writers
seal asphalt crevices
with rills of molten rubber

IVO dRURy



�

FLIghT OF ThE FaIRy PRINCESS

Her fairy wings flutter and
fight the breeze as she
runs to trick … or treat.
I anticipate her liftoff.

SaLLy d. SIMPSON



� �

BUBBLES BECOME hExagONS

to maintain cell integrity, I’m told,
             what chance do human beings have
when something so soft
must sharpen to survive?

B.T. JOy
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BUILd IT aNd ThEy wILL COME

How do we set the map?
Include names for borders,
without someone hearing
through the lines.

aNdy dURRENBERgER



10 11

wITCh

Want to be invisible? 
When there’s small talk 
tell the truth.

JUdITh STEELE
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*

blue delphiniums
along a wooden fence
touch the sky

LaURa dENNIS



12 1�

aUSTERE

aMy yOUNg

Stern and cold
marked by gravity

rigidly self-disciplined

in appearance
and seriousness
and morally strict.
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FLORENTINE VIEw

Il Duomo nests
in low morning mist; 
orange-tiled roofs, cypress 
and fir angle down hillsides.

NaNCy SCOTT



14 1�

FROM “aNxIOUS SONgS”

My back is a wrung beam-
stub ready to pop its rivets
buckle and take
the whole span with it.

BRyaN NaRENdORF
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*

White lotus bowl.
Vanilla candle burning.
Sister without sister.

MaRgaRET gISh MILLER



1� 1�

EaRLy ONSET

You, my mind, have been 
deemed an endangered species,
a transparent cave fish swimming  
blindly in labyrinths of synapses.

kIP kNOTT



1�

aPOgEE

It is not love, but the
kettle drum, which 
stands in for the 
enormity of everything.

gaRRIN RIggIN



1� 1�

ThE MOdERN REadER

A spineless type
his text a cipher to the world
within a device

IVO dRURy
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*

whack of a hammer
the town becoming
a ghost of itself 

wILLIaM SCOTT gaLaSSO



20 21

CROP dUSTER

Swoop down, spindly arms 
Stretch out, prying fingers caress 
Cotton leaves and tomato pickers,
Fill my nose with powdery loam.

RIChaRd haRgIS



22

STaTIONS

Watching others
Delay their lives
And I waste: waiting on
Platforms.

RIChy CaMPBELL



22 2�

aUTUMN gUSTS

Ginkgo leaves rain overnight, blanketing earth. 
Distant winds beckon;
In a flurry, they’re gone.
“Where are you now, golden fans?”

SUSaN FIELd



24

aFTER ThE ShIFT

roving winds, still shucking corn,  
while beneath domed skies
harvesters hem the wood-stove  
resting their muscles, and voices

B.T. JOy
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This month’s cover image is “Red Corn,” by Petr Kratochvil.

Richy Campbell’s work has featured in Montucky Review, Short Fast and Deadly, and various other 
publications. He is studying for an MA at Manchester Metropolitan University. | richycampbell.blogspot.com

Judy Davies of Gautier, Mississippi, is president of the Mississippi Poetry Society–South Branch, and her 
writing has appeared in many publications. Her first book, Poetic Images, will be released in November by 
Kenvad Books. | www.kendavies.net/judyswriting

Laura Dennis of Edmonton, Alberta, has had poems published at blueskiespoetry.ca and in the anthology 
Home and Away. She has also two self-published chapbooks, Wheels on the Bus and The Bookshelf.

Andy Durrenberger resides in Hillsboro, Oregon. A 2007 graduate of Portland State University, he is a 
member of the Oregon State Poetry Association and joins Parallel Play Writer’s Group meetings whenever 
possible. He also does readings on the second Tuesday of each month at the Walters Cultural Center in 
Hillsboro. | adpoetrycollections.com

http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?image=60&picture=red-corn
http://richycampbell.blogspot.com
http://www.kendavies.net/judyswriting
http://blueskiespoetry.ca
http://adpoetrycollections.com


Ivo Drury workshops words in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Susan Field’s writing has appeared in Seeds Of…An Anthology of Northwest Writers, Interactions, Uncommon 
Knowledge, and numerous news publications and blogs. She finds inspiration while meandering through gardens.

Tyler Gabrysh has appeared in various Canadian literary magazines and has work forthcoming in Open Minds 
Quarterly. This is his second publication in Four and Twenty.

William Scott Galasso, widely published in Europe, Japan, New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and the United States, 
is the author of twelve books of poetry; his next, Collage (New and Selected Poems), is due out in December.

Richard Hargis ventured into eastern poetry with his Sidhe, a “haiku-in-sequence,” in San Diego State’s 
Phoenix. A second novel, The Red Nightingale, is now in print.

B.T. Joy is a Glaswegian poet and a haijin and haiga artist who received his Bachelor of Arts in Creative 
Writing and Film Studies in 2009. His poems, haiku, and haiga have appeared in journals worldwide.

Kip Knott has authored three chapbooks of poetry: The Weight of Smoke (Bottom Dog Press), Whisper Gallery 
(Mudlark), and Everyday Elegies (Pudding House). Whisper Gallery can be accessed online at http://mudlark.
webdelsol.com/mudlark26/contents.html

Sally Mercer currently lives in London, UK, has been writing poetry since she was dexterous enough to hold 
a crayon, and regularly updates her blog with new writing. | http://lazylinerazmattazz.wordpress.com
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http://mudlark.webdelsol.com/mudlark26/contents.html
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Margaret Gish Miller of Independence, Oregon, is an Oregon State Poetry Association member working on 
her first chapbook. It will include poems published in Verseweavers, Poets & Writers, Paterson Literary Review, 
and elsewhere.

Bryan Narendorf lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His poems have most recently appeared in Cellpoems, 
Fugue, and The Journal.

Paul Orris is a writer from Hillsboro, Oregon. He writes with Writers In The Grove and Parallel Play. He has 
been published in the North Plains Beacon. He can be contacted at zmpq45@yahoo.com.

Garrin Riggin lives in Baltimore, Maryland. His writing has appeared in Three Line Poetry and will appear in 
forthcoming issues of Right Hand Pointing.

Nancy Scott, author of four poetry books, has been published extensively in print and online journals. She 
is the Managing Editor of U.S.1 Worksheets, the journal of the U.S.1 Poets’ Cooperative in New Jersey. | www.
nancyscott.net

Sally D. Simpson’s poetry lends psychic weight to the seemingly mundane, channeling humour and delight 
through the nib of her pen on to the page. Her work is published in anthologies, newsletters, and online journals.

J. Spinazzola is a writer and former attorney. His stories, poems, and legal articles have appeared in print and 
online. Most recently, Charlotte Viewpoint published his short story “The Next Big Thing.” | www.attheseries.com
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Judith Steele of South Australia is co-author of poetry in Fighting Monsters, twice winner of the Northern Territory’s 
Red Earth Poetry Prize,  and has been published in Gobshite Quarterly USA and in Australian journals and websites.

Mark Lee Webb is a writer and photographer. He is an active participant in the Writer’s Workshop Project, and 
lives in Louisville, Kentucky, with his wife, folk musician Molly McCormack, and three cats.

Amy Young is poet laureate of Alexandria, Virginia. Her poetry has appeared in Poet Lore and has been set to 
music and performed by the 21st Century Consort and the Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble.
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